Jonathan went on to emphasise
the need to accurately
determine the correct exposure
for a face and to achieve
consistency of flesh tones: for
example, how many people
use light meters on video shoots
and how many use a consistent
white target area for white
balancing? This probably
depends on the field you work
in, but for drama, consistency is
essential.
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The Guild held a highly
informative and enjoyable
workshop on the creative and
technical aspects of lighting for
the ‘gloss’ look in 4K. The event
was well organised, as always
by Clive North, expertly hosted
by Christina Fox and led by
DOP Jonathan Harrison, with
expert contributions from
technical guru Alan Roberts
and filter expert Carey Duffy.
The Guild would like to thank
David Morphy and Cirrolite for
providing the lighting fixtures
and for sponsoring Jonathan,
Steve Guidicci and Dukes
Island Studios for the venue
and catering and Presteigne
Broadcast Hire for providing
the LCD screens, Sony F55 with
Canon lens and the PA system.
Miriam, the model for the
day, was very professional
and patient and an excellent
subject for Jonathan’s lighting.
Jonathan Harrison began the
12

session by leading a minute’s
silence in remembrance of
those who lost their lives in
the tragic events that had
occurred in France over the
previous week - a few moments
to reflect on the value and
precious nature of life.
The workshop started with
Jonathan looking into the
reasons why we light subjects in
a certain way and taking time
to think about the different
qualities of light, (hard or soft),
and the wide range of lighting
fixtures available. Discussing
this with the members and
guests present, he reminded us
that the eye is drawn towards
brightness, sharpness and
movement and that the most
important colour to think about
is the skin tone. The flesh tone
tells us a lot about a person
(whether they’re healthy, old,
unwell etc.) and it’s important
to make faces look good when

lighting for ‘gloss’.
Jonathan explained the
importance of critically
positioning the key light
(modelling light) to achieve
the most pleasing look and
mentioned the way in which
he likes the nose shadow to
naturally follow the smile line
on a face; this helps to disguise
the shadow somewhat and
looks visually pleasing too.
For the ‘gloss’ look, he stressed
the need for a large soft
source (compared to the size
of the subject) as the key light,
to give that ‘wrap-around’ feel
of light falling on the subject
and the gentle transition into
shadow on the side away from
the light. For the workshop
he used an Octadome light
bank (five feet in diameter)
with a 1kW tungsten bulb as
his modelling light; this was
fitted with a grid to effectively
control the spread of the soft

illumination. For backlighting,
fill lighting and other mood enhancing lighting, Jonathan
used a combination of Kino Flo
and Dedo lighting fixtures.
As human beings living on a
planet illuminated by a single
sun, we’re used to seeing
light on faces that replicates
this and sources of light that
emanate from unnatural
directions look ‘sinister’ or
‘moody’; this of course can
be used for dramatic effect
and is perfectly acceptable
if it’s simulating firelight from
ground level for example.
Good, natural-looking lighting
is motivated and there is a
reason for its direction and
quality (hard or soft); it’s
important that lighting adds to
the emotional feel of a scene
and enhances the story (script).
In drama, the lighting is
inspired by the script and is a
creative collaboration between
the DOP and Director.

His suggestion was to use
something like the Lastolite
Ezy Balance product for white
balancing and in addition to
metering, you can set exposure
‘zebras’ in the camera at 95%
to determine peak white value
in a scene. We were also shown
the difference that can be
achieved by adjusting the knee
setting in the F55 menu and the
beneficial effect it can have on
highlight control in a scene.
A very informative part of
the workshop looked at the
differences between continuous
spectrum light sources,
(daylight, tungsten), and noncontinuous spectrum sources
such as HMI lamps, fluorescent
tubes and modern LED lighting.
It’s possible to accurately
measure the colour
temperature of daylight
or a tungsten source and
filter appropriately, but
colour meters just don’t work
accurately with current LED
sources and may just about
work with HMI lamps. LED
sources produce a noticeable
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colour cast when compared to
continuous spectrum sources
and it’s recommended that you
test lamps before use. A colour
chart, such as the MacBeth
Chart, was recommended for
comparing the colour rendition
of LED sources against a
standard tungsten source;
a white balance is taken
under the light source before
the chart is photographed,
correctly exposed and this can
show how well an LED lamp is
performing.
Alan Roberts kindly shared
some of his considerable
expertise in this area and
many were impressed, if
not rather overawed by his
mathematical explanations!
Alan explained that, although
LED lamps are often given a
colour rendering index (CRI)
value, problems may occur
even with the best-rated light
sources when the response
of a film emulsion or digital
sensor does not match the
expected wavelengths of the
lights; correcting this in post
production can be expensive
and time-consuming.

LED source with a TLCI value
of 85 or above would need
no correction by a colourist;
in the range 70 to 85 some
simple correction would be
needed (for example, a hue
correction in post production),
but for values in the range 50
to 70, a large correction would
be needed. A TLCI of 25 to
50 would produce poor colour
rendering and it’s unlikely a
colourist could produce results
of broadcast standard.
Alan Robert’s test results can
be viewed on the GTC website:
http://www.gtc.org.uk/tlciresults.aspx
Carey Duffy, MPTV Filter
Group Consultant at Tiffen
International Ltd, gave an
insight into the use of camera
filters and brought along some
examples of diffusion filters
to use when shooting 4K. He
described the importance of
filters in creatively aiding the

look and feel of a production
and reminded us that at the
moment of image capture,
we have a full spectrum
of light in front of us that
we can manipulate to our
advantage; the options in post
are often more limited and
will invariably look and feel
different.

Carey mentioned that Tiffen
have produced a new
Pearlescent Filter which has
been specifically designed to
control excessive sharpness and
detail resolution associated
with the images produced from
4K sensors and above. These
sensors deliver more resolution,
which can emphasise an actor’s
skin contour by accentuating
blemishes and unwanted fine
detail. In keeping with the
workshop’s principle aim,
the new filter can achieve a
luxurious look and glow to skin
tones, but contrast is reduced

CRI is based on colour science
from the 1960’s and is not
always reliable when assessing
modern LED illumination. The
Colour Quality Scale (CQS)
is an improvement, but still
not perfect for TV use. Alan’s
preference is for the Television
Lighting Consistency Index
(TLCI) and this has a scale
ranging from 0 to 100. An

Carey Duffey of Tiffen International Ltd.

Technical lighting guru, Alan Roberts

DOP Jonathan Harrison and model for the day, Miriam

